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I have spent a long time recollecting my memories of running through the tall grass on the mountain side 

pretending I was a wild horse galloping across the plains. Slipping back into remembering a past moment and 

recollecting a mesmerizing surrealistic memory. Remembering my adventures is like remembering a dream full of 

imagination and creative story lines. I’ve read from several journals that you can never remember your memory the 

same, rather it’s a perspective of what you think happened. Additionally, it seems that your memories will never be 

remembered the same and sometimes vanish altogether so that you can’t remember them. To me this seems 

interesting because things disappear and you wouldn’t know it and there are memories that can be relived 

differently every time. This has become my passion to understand about myself and to discover more about my 

memories. It has inspired me to create images that capture this phenomenon and display personal memories that I 

hold close to my heart. I realize that I could always strive to capture my life accurately but that wouldn’t capture the 

magic and surrealism of my childhood memories.  

Morphogenesis defines biologically is the origin and development of morphological characteristics. Morphology is 

the study of forms and things in particular with relationships between the structures of living organisms. So I am 

studying the structure and details of different events and memories, bringing form to them. I believe that memories 

are real in the mind but have no form except within our own heads. Miguel DeLanda, a philosopher,  explained 

morphogenesis in a philosophical way saying, “Matter doesn’t really do anything, it doesn’t have any inherent 

morphogenetic capacity. For matter to have form it needs an essence; eternal heaven to invest that form.” I found 

this concept very similar to memory because it doesn’t inherently have a form and needs to be shaped into a form . 

And for me that form is through images and sculpture.  

In my research, I looked into artists that investigated topics and concepts that I was working with.  One of the first 

artists that came up was Charlotte Potter. Through her recent piece “Charlotte’s Web” she investigated family and 

friendships in a network of cameos that all linked together to create a large web. This was interesting to me to 

understand that direct connections in her family and friends were important to her memory of places and mapping 

them all out in relationship to herself. She used Facebook “as the modern day prosthesis form connection.[…] I 

created a web of hand-made glass cameos, mimicking the World Wide Web of connection. […] Charlotte’s Web is 

a collision of the historically handmade and modern technology, of humans and the ways in which we still struggle 

to connect to one another.” I wanted to create a less literal but similar effect of connections to family within my 

memories. I believe that connections, family, and friends are the basis of our memories and those connections are 

so vital in creating a wonderful source of memories. Allison Hoag was another artist working in memory that 

created a surrealistic effect. “When we remember, or when we daydream, we reanimate the images captured in our 

memory, but really do we ever relive these moments without embellishment, without contortion or distortion of 
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the original experience? In recalling a memory, it is far more concealed, but we are retelling a synopsis of an 

incomplete dialogue, with a sprinkling of personal sentiment to bring it back to life, to a new present tense.” This 

inspired me to capture this experience and to create a tangible form to an ephemeral object. I felt that these are 

recreations of memories that I have had and the memories will be forever changing with time.  

My thesis work is an investigation into specific memories and creating a 

bridge between what is in my mind and physical works.  Heredity, memory, 

constellations, containment, and relationships are words that repeat 

themselves and inform my work, as well as the approach I use to create these 

pieces. These words create an environment for me to develop concepts to 

create both visual and mental connections about my memories. Diving into 

the notion of individuality and the uniqueness of my memories as the mould 

that made me the person that I am today based upon my experiences.  

In Memory Atlas I created images inspired by mountains, stars, and animals because they are representations of 

my childhood home, Colorado. I have been protected and nourished by these things growing up and they are very 

influential in my life. These images are my connections to my past that make me remember certain moments and 

events in my life. For example, I use animals and landscapes as symbology of events in my life, the wolf is a 

representation of the times I felt alone throughout my adolescent life. Using landscapes is a reference to the 
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environment that I was raised in and how my surroundings acted as a safety net for me. I see the mountains as a 

support system that provided a safe haven for me to grow,  as well as a wonderful catalyst for imagination and 

freedom. Imagery is my poetry, and how I express my dreams, memories, ideas, and feelings. I relate to visuals 

because they are what I learned as a child. Depicting these fantasies and memories in collages with objects that 

mean so much to me. I don’t know why I like specific objects sometimes, but I know they speak to me, reminding 

me of my childhood. Objects like keys, yarn, sewing needles, and embroidery thread have sentimental value to me 

and remind me of my childhood but I can’t place my finger on what it is that I love about them. They speak to some 

place in my memory and in my heart. 

 

The objects inside the pieces are representations of  

childhood treasures, favorite activities, and objects 

that I obsessed over growing up. The pins inside the 

bubbles are a comment to my relationship to the 

crafts that I loved to do. I constantly would be 

sewing, knitting and crocheting, which gave me an 

outlet and allowed me to create something beautiful 

when I felt that my world was dark and ugly. There 

are also medical scissors in a bubble that represent 

my father and all the times I would go to the hospital 

with him when he had to work and I tagged along 

with my brother. Another common item in the 

reliquaries are keys because I obsessed over keys 

growing up. I collected keys and would play with my 

dad’s work keys because they fascinated me. They 

opened locked doors to new places which I 

frequently would curiously explore.  

I use a variety of media such as glass, drawings, collage, metal, and found images/objects that remind me of a place 

and time, to connect a narrative of my memory and perception. By creating this work, I am contextualizing them 

into a physical existence and sharing my perspective. Researching individuality through the study of constellations  

has shaped our perception of the sky and what lies beyond. Using an invented, personal star map, I create a 
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narrative of my life and how these events shaped my world. I draw connections between nature and family which 

evoke a tradition of peace and chaos, story telling and remembrance. Material choice is a vital component.  Why 

glass? For me, glass can take so many different forms visually and physically. It can be hollow or solid, transparent 

or opaque, and formed through different processes. It resembles a material of protection and fragility, clarity and 

mystery. It is a material that embodies so many different feelings and visual morphogenesis. Metal similarly 

transforms objects and gives them new life. The vibrance and strength that no other material possess, specifically 

bronze,  brings a level of warmth and life to the piece. 

In the piece The Hands That Made Me, I explore the concept of nature in my life and how the castings of these 

hands are directly responsible for my upbringing. There are two sets of hands, one set are the hands of the man 

who both delivered me at birth and orchestrated my adoption with my parents. His name is Dr. Phil Freedman. The 

other set are my parents, the right hand is my father’s and the left is my mother’s. The hands are the reason for my 

life and are very influential on me. I chose to use metal for the sake that it is visually heavy and creates a sort of 

importance in the hands and they also speak to a 

concept of strength. I decided to have both my parents 

and Dr. Freedman’s hands casted in bronze to 

establish an importance in the actions they have had in 

my life. That moment is no longer accessible and is 

immortalized within my heart and mind. There are 

mountain ranges sandblasted around the bell jars to 

represent the cradled environment that influenced me 

and protected me growing up. These mountains are 

ranges from Vail Mountain where I was born, and the 

front range where the sky meets the earth in 

Colorado.  
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This work is about finding myself and remembering important times that allowed me to become who I am and how 

these events shaped me. I have always been convinced that environment is such a strong influence in becoming an 

individual and growing up in Colorado has provided an important role in my life. It is my safety net, my escape, my 

foundation, and my home, and without that solid relationship I wouldn’t be the person that I am today. Much like 

the constellations, I am mapping my memories out to create a better understanding of who I am and why certain 

moments were important to my development. Being adopted also has left some holes in how I identify myself and 

creating this map is important to try and fill those holes. I am a blend of nature and nurture, genetics and influence. 

A perfect explanation of this is the poem “Legacy of an Adopted Child” which has been a guiding star in my life.  

Once there were two women who never knew each other, 
One - you do not remember, the other you call mother. 
Two different lives shaped to make yours, 
One became your guiding star, the other became your sun. 
The first gave you life, and the second taught you to live in it. 
The first gave you a need for love and the second was there to give it. 
One gave you a nationality; the other gave you a name. 
One gave you the seed of talent; the other gave you an aim. 
One gave you emotions; the other calmed your fears. 
One saw your first sweet smile; the other dried your tears. 
One gave you up - that's all she could do. 
The other prayed for a child and God led her straight to you. 
Now you ask through all your tears the age-old question through the years; 
Heredity or environment - which are you a product of? 
Neither, my darling - neither - just two different kinds of love. 
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